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White Paper – $2,500
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Please email sarah.segal@informa.com to inquire about purchasing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2016 at Informa Markets Canadian Apartment Investment Conference, the advisory committee wanted to better understand tenant preferences, desires and needs. Informa Markets partnered with industry experts and created their annual Canadian Multi-Residential Tenants Preference Survey which Yardi proudly supports. This year their survey had some 20,000 Canadian respond and the data was presented two weeks ago at the apartment conference. Building on the success of the Apartment Survey – the Canadian Office Tenant Preference Survey was established this year.As such – I am here today to introduce and present to you the macro level findings from the 1st annual office tenant preference surveyFor a bit of background in Q1 2019 we went to the market and surveyed Canadian office tenantsInforma the producers of these real estate conferences across Canada, used their database, sent survey to their clients, who in turn sent it to not only their own employees but also their office tenants. In addition, there was a social media campaignCompanies that partnered with Informa Markets are able to get access to the detail behind the trends I’ll be discussing today. That detail is provided in the form of a dashboard, it can be used in a couple of ways, as a bench marking tool if your employees responded and or Informa Markets also produces a Trend Report that will be available this fall for purchase that provides owners, landlords, managers and employers with salient information driven from the survey.So lets get into some of the results!

mailto:sarah.segal@informa.com
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2019 Launch Plan

Some 2,000
Canadians Responded

Worked With Owners and Employers 
Co-Created Question With Industry Experts

Questions Include
Technology, Automation, Cannabis, Upgrades

Integration, Amenities, Features, Programs

Worked alongside
Participating Companies

Various Channels

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m going to quickly talk about the methodology behind this years survey.First Informa worked with owners and employers to understand what was important information for them to know and then created the questions.The survey was sent nationally and some 2,000 Canadian tenants responded. Responses were received from the C suite down (this is consistent with the first year with the residential survey which has now grown to 20,000 respondents)Question categories included: (see above)
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Top 5 Reasons This Information Matters

1. UNBIASED DECISION MAKING
Survey information provides the ability to focus on employee or market 
demand vs personal preference when making decisions

2. TENANT PREFERENCE GUIDE
Programming, Amenity and Feature Ratings to Informa Owners, Developers 
and Managers

3. OFFICE CONFIGURATION PREFERENCES 
Feedback on Office Design and Layout from those Using the Space

4. PROPERTY MANAGEMENT AND SERVICE PERFORMANCE
Better Understanding of Satisfaction Results To Improve Tenant Retention

5. FUTURE AND NEW TECHNOLOGY ANALYSIS
Review of new and implementation of new technologies and systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Office space is important, many of us spend more time in our offices than our homes. There has never been a more broad demographic needing to use the same space and in the last few years office design has gone through a significant transformation.It’s a great time for some insights.This information is important and useful as it allows those that access a variety of knowledge pathways. Users can check the real estate decisions of company leaders and consultants against those that are actually occupying the space daily.They can use the preference rating system as a guide for programming, amenities and features when looking at developments, repositioning and enhancements. As you will see it answers some suspicions in the industry on what tenants want today out of their spaceLike the apartment tenant preference survey, there are key benchmarking tools built in for satisfaction ratings of space and managementWith a number of open-ended questions and also future looking sections, the information is excellent at guiding decision makers on future space and technology trends that they need to be aware of.
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OFFICE RENTER STATISTICS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at who actually respondedJasmin – if you wanted a new graphic in there – feel free! 
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Tenant Make-Up

Employment Type
83% Full Time

10% Consultant
4% On Contract

5% Other

Tenant Vs. Real Estate Ex
81% Tenant

19% Corporate Real Estate Executive

Role in Company 
Office  Decision?

46% No Role
9% Answered RE Survey
15% Played a Minor Role
26% Played Major Role

4% Other

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We asked respondents to qualify their level of involvement with their real estate in two different ways. First we asked if they wanted to answer the survey as a tenant or corporate real estate executive. Then we further looked at how involved they were with their own real estate space decisions. This now allows us to compare the results of the survey from the opinion of those that helped shape the space and those that had little to no interaction with the decisions.We also asked them about their employment type starting with if they had a job and then drilling down into the sector and position so we can also look at the results based on their position in the company and then also based on industry typeThe response is representative of an officeJasmin – feel free to do any graphics on all of these slides you see fit.
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Tenant Detail

Job Title?
11% Manager

9% Professional Staff
3% VP

3% President

Industry?
24% Other

21% Real Estate
16% Prof Scientific Technical

10% Construction 
9% Fire & Insurance

5% TAMI
5% Public Admin

3% Health & Social Assistance
3% Educational Services
2% Arts & Entertainment

2% Manufacturing

Salary
27% Under $60K
20% $60K-$80K

36% $80K-$150K
17% Above $150

Gender?
53% 

of Respondents
Male

Age Group
0-25 – 4%

25-35 – 30%
35-45 – 26%
45-55 – 22%
55-65 – 14%

65 + - 4%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can see that there is a good mix of respondents. Gender, age, salary, position in the organization and industry.
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Who Else Responded?

Location?
51% Core

22% Suburb
22% Urban 
5% Other

New Building?
81% No
10% Yes

9% Unsure

Company Size in 
Past 12 Months?

62% Changed 
24% No Change’

Identified Landlord 
By Respondents

Allied Properties
Bentall Kennedy

Brookfield
Cadillac
Dream
GWL

Manulife
Oxford

QuadReal
And more.. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also wanted to be able see data on the space they occupied and location. We can now look at the data based on core (downtown) responded or suburban – we can also look at companies that are shifting employee size etc.The top landlords that were identified are included here - we do not publish data on specific owners or landlords, but we do enable them to view data on their own portfolio of responses and then benchmark it against market results.
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Surprising Renter Profile Findings

10% 
of Canadians

Surveyed
Were in a New 
Office Building

50% of Those 
Surveyed

Were from Toronto
70% 

Were from Ontario

Would Not Rent Without
• Elevator Access
• Abundant Natural Light
• Conference Rooms in Office Space 
• Parking Lot
• Free Wi-Fi

• Grass Space Outdoors
• Energy Efficient Lighting
• Room Sensors To Control Space
• Fitness Facility
• Energy Certified Building

Nice To Have

Building Class?
45% A /  35% B / 8% C

2% G / 4%  BB
5% Work from Home Only

3% Other

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Large majority of respondents were from Ontario, actually 50% from Toronto,  class A or B  older buildings.There is enough suburb data as we saw from the last slide that allows you to get a perspective on smaller urban cores.As stated before, this was the first year of building the dataset. The primary response base was from Toronto and Ontario. We are encouraged that the same number of respondents engaged with the office survey this year that did the first year of the apartment survey. In the second year the apartment survey saw just under 8,000 responses, third year was around 12,000 responses and this year some 20,000 multi-residential tenants responded. We are excited to build on the success of the 2019 office survey and hopefully grow in a comparable fashion to the apartment one.We also found it interesting to look at the information based on what type of building respondents occupied and that enough of the response base was in a new building to capture some of that informationWhen looking at the entire data-set – it was clear in the preference ranking system that respondents were focused on items and issues that impacted them personally and also those that had an impact on the reputation of their companies and space. We asked respondents to rank 57 features and amenities and were surprised to see that they seemed to follow a similar trend based on wellness and comfort
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2019 FINDINGS
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Type Of Work Set-Up?

Where Do Respondents Work The Majority Of Time?
Open Floor Plan – 48%

Traditional Closed Door – 37%
Co-Working 8%

Other 4%
Hotel – Unreserved – 2%
Hotel – Reserved – 1%

Did They Want To Reserve 
Hoteling Space??

39% Were Indifferent
35% Disliked It

26% Like It

Given the Choice 
Where Would They Want To Work?

Traditional Closed Door 34%
Work From Home 27%
Open Floor Plan 25%

Co-Working 7%
Hoteling 6%

Other 3%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at some of the interesting findings that have come out of the data in more details. We asked respondents where they worked the majority of the time, interestingly 48% said it was open plan office format but then when we asked them where they would prefer to work, only 25% told us they wanted an open plan office. We also dug a big deeper into hoteling as one of our industry partners was curious about preferences for reserved versus unreserved hoteling. IT was abundantly clear that unreserved was well received in the market and there was not a huge need on a macro level to provide reserved hoteling space. That said, when filtering for age, position, industry etc.… the data does indeed change. For example 43% of those 20-24 actually liked the idea of reserving space prior to going into the office. Also 46% of males were indifferent versus 26% of females showing that women had a stronger opinion on if they liked or disliked the idea more than their male counterparts. 
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Focus on Co-Working 

Have/Want co-working: 51%

Top Preferred Companies
WeWork 

Workhaus
Regis

Benefits
Atmosphere

Financial/Business Sense

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Co-Working is getting a lot of attention in the news these days. We asked respondents to let us know which companies they are currently using and also how they felt about things like having access to multiple locations, or having co-working space in their buildings. Key Findings:The findings on multiple locations was interesting as it would seem that 51% actually like the idea of multiple locations in co-working companies. Concentrated Brands – WeWork, Workhouse, RegisUsers
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COMPANY DECISIONS AND SATISFACTION
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Tenant Loyalty – Past and Future Plans

22% Office moved buildings in past 24 months

64% Have been here over 24 months

7% We are moving in the next 12 months

4% Lease is coming up and we are looking for space

3% Office moves floors in the same building in past 24 months

4% 1 Year and Less

7% 2 Years

9% 3 Years

7% 4 Years

12% 5 years

5% 6 Years

5% 7 Years

6% 8 Years

2% 9 Years

44% 10 Years and Move

How Many Years Did They Think They Were In Their Space

What Are Their Future Plans?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very low turnover in office space: 74% of respondents have been in their office space for greater than 5 years. 44% 10 years are greater; 14% were moving in the next 2 years.For those leasing….these are long term decisions for everyone. Make sure it’s the right fit, the right tenant, the right space for you to work.It was also interesting to see how long respondents were in their respective spaces and what they planned on doing in the future. As mentioned above, now the industry is able to sort the information based on where respondents are in their lease position from those that have recently moved compared to those that are not planning to move. 
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Communications Tenant Current and Desired
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Current Vs. Desired Social Media Engagement 

Current Want
I Do Not (Want) Engage 25% 29%
Company Email (From My Company) 23% 23%
LinkedIn 11% 8%
App 10% 14%
Facebook 8% 6%
Instagram 7% 5%
Other 4% 5%
Twitter 3% 2%
YouTube 3% 1%
Community Blog 3% 4%
Pinterest 2% 0%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interesting findings here indicate that tenants want to receive more communications via an App and less through platforms like Facebook and Instagram. 
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Current Vs. Desired Events and Building Issues

Current Want
Email 48% 65%
Poster In Building 13% 5%
In Person 7% 4%
An App 7% 9%
Digital Screen In Elevator 6% 4%
Monthly Newsletter 4% 3%
Flyer Under The Door 3% 1%
Written Letter Mailed 3% 0%
Phone or Voice Drop 2% 1%
Digital Portal 2% 3%
Internet / Social Media 2% 2%
Other 2% 0%
Text 1% 1%
Property Specific Web Page 1% 2%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interesting findings here indicate that quite a few more respondents want to receive communications over email, they do not like posters in buildings and some want an APP. Digital screens in elevators were not highly sought after – nor were phone drops. 
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OPERATIONS & TECHNOLOGY
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Connectivity of Building and Space

Connectivity For Computer & Systems In Building & Space
81% Great with no issues

18% Spotty and sometimes have outages
1% Really bad and have a hard time connecting

1% Unable to connect to network

Mobile Device Reception 
In Building & Space

76% Great with no issues
20% Spotty and sometimes have outages

3% Really bad and have a hard time 
connecting

1% Unable to connect to network

How Much Work Is 
Carried Out Online & 

Dependant On 
Technology

49% Most Work
46% All Work

5% Very Little Work
0% None

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is interesting about this slide and the next one is that everyone replies on technology for their business but very few actually understand the back-up and emergency features around securing that connection.Jasmin not sure if there is a way to combine this slide and the next one – but I think the things that stick out on the following is the fact that so many are unsure/unaware but also reply on it for their day to day functions. Also interesting that although the majority has great connectivity – there is still a large group that is having issues which provides an opportunity for those running these properties to improve upon. In theory we could filter satisfaction levels now based on connectivity issues and see how that group differs in ranking from those that have great connectivity and see if it’s actually a large issue or not. 
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Commute Method To Work

Earned $200K- $250k
Earned $40K-$60K

• 46% Drive
• 46% Public Transit or walk

Interesting Facts:

• Least used: Lyft, Taxi, Uber, Bike or carpool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide and the next are helpful in understanding parking requirements by tenant company type and also salary, position etc.  By understanding what profile of respondent is more likely to drive, take transit etc., owners, landlords and managers can more effectively market their buildings based on location or parking space to prospects. 
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Time To Get To Work

• 51% commute less than 
30 mins to work

• 30% of Principal, 
President and CEO 
commute less than 15 
mins to work

Interesting Facts:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interesting Facts:31% took between 16-30 mins to get to work with 22% taking 31-45 mins and 20% taking under 15 mins. Only 15% took 46-60 mins and 11% took over an hour.51% took less than 30 minutesWhen sorting for position the commute times decreased for Principal, President and CEO with less than 10% taking 46-60 mins and almost 0% taking over an hour. For under 15 mins commute time the percentage sat around 30%.
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Do You Have An Electric Bike, Car, Scooter?

Interestingly 
5% responded 
yes that were 
35-39 years of 
age and 4%
that were 30-
34 years of 
age.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This will be interesting to track going forward year over year so wanted to include here as a baseline.Right now, <5% have anything electric they bring to work and those that do are <40 years old.
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What About The Next 1-3 Years?

• Interestingly 17%
responded yes that 
were 30-34 years of 
age and 39% that 
were 20-24 years of 
age would like to 
but do not have 
immediate plans. 

• In addition 18%
males said yes and 
10% of females 
said yes.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who intends to purchase? Still low – maybe 13%Obviously it would seem that the younger demographic and males are more incline to want oneThis is a trend that will eventually impact parking for most owners, managers and owners and should be on everyone radar
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Electric Vehicles – Priority Parking and Charging

• 46% of buildings do not 
provide priority parking 
for electric

• 41% of buildings do not 
provide a charging 
station

• More than 33% are 
unaware of either 
amenity

Interesting Facts:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aside form the yes and no portion an interesting element is that a large grouping is unaware of the two amenities being available or not in their buildings suggesting an opportunity for increased communication around any programs currently offered
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UNIT / BUILDING FEATURES
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Real Estate Impacting Career Direction? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
36% of respondent buildings didn’t have amenities33% of respondents use the amenities that their building offers32% of respondents don’t use amenities that their buildings offerOverall 24% said they were attracted to a building or company based on the amenities offered in the property that the company was located
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Cannabis and Tenant Space

Are there cannabis Companies that are tenants in your building?
Answer Overall Tenant Corporate RE Ex.

No and it does not bother me either way 36% 33% 48%

No and I would not like there to be 22% 20% 30%

Do not know – do not care either way 31% 35% 12%

Do not know – but would not like it 3% 10% 5%

Yes and I am fine with it 3% 2% 4%

Yes and it bothers me 1% 0% 2%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think cannabis with all the attention in the news is interesting and should remain in the deck. The stats on the two slides that follow are interesting but what stands out is the text in green. On this slide what I found interesting was the difference in opinion from those that identified as a Tenant versus a corporate real estate executiveJasmin maybe you can add in a cool graphic or two on the following two slides and combine them into one? If you look at the overall trends in age it is interesting to note as that is somewhat a future predictor. 
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Does Location Really Matter?

Desired Amentities
Essential - 
would not rent 
without

  
   

 
   

 

Working near Other public transit like bus and streetcars 46.5%
Working near Subway system 42.1%
Working near Restaurants and retail 30.0%
Working near Home 23.7%
Working near Parks and outdoor space 14.8%
Working near Grocery store 9.1%
Working near Children's schools including daycare 3.5%
Working near Bars and nightlife 2.7%
Working near Colleges or universities 2.3%

 
  

     
Essential + Nice 
to Have

   
 

        86.3%
   87.2%
    94.3%
  88.6%
     86.5%
   79.1%
     43.7%
    48.5%
    26.3%

Desired Amentities
Essential - 
would not rent 
without

  
   

 
   

 

Working near Restaurants and retail 30.0%
Working near Home 23.7%
Working near Subway system 42.1%
Working near Parks and outdoor space 14.8%
Working near Other public transit like bus and streetcars 46.5%
Working near Grocery store 9.1%
Working near Bars and nightlife 2.7%
Working near Children's schools including daycare 3.5%
Working near Colleges or universities 2.3%

 
  

     
Essential + Nice 
to Have

   
 

    94.3%
  88.6%
   87.2%
     86.5%
        86.3%
   79.1%
    48.5%
     43.7%
    26.3%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interesting to compare essential top three to essential and nice to have combined top three. Works out to bePublic Transit, Subway System and Restaurants and retail compared to Restaurants and retail, home and subway system. Home factors highly into the nice to have which really provides an idea of preference on tenants. Indicating a shorter commute equals a happier tenant! Also interesting was how few valued being close to their children's schools.  When filtering for age we may understand more of a trend that said 2020 will add in the question of dependents to dig deeper into tenants that have families versus those that are single. 
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And It Changes By Gender?

MALE

FEMALE
Desired Amentities Essential - would 

not rent without
     

 
   

 
Working near Restaurants and retail 28.8%
Working near Home 23.8%
Working near Parks and outdoor space 15.5%
Working near Other public transit like bus and 51.6%
Working near Subway system 45.5%
Working near Grocery store 9.0%
Working near Children's schools including 4.1%
Working near Bars and nightlife 1.4%
Working near Colleges or universities 2.0%

    
  

  Essential + Nice 
to Have

   
 

    94.5%
  89.6%
     89.3%
        88.8%
   88.6%
   84.9%
     44.6%
    43.9%
    25.4%

Desired Amentities Essential - would 
not rent without

     
 

   
 

Working near Restaurants and retail 31.3%
Working near Home 23.4%
Working near Subway system 38.4%
Working near Other public transit like bus and 41.2%
Working near Parks and outdoor space 14.0%
Working near Grocery store 9.2%
Working near Bars and nightlife 3.9%
Working near Children's schools including 3.1%
Working near Colleges or universities 2.5%

    
  

  Essential + Nice 
to Have

   
 

    94.1%
  87.7%
   85.6%
        83.9%
     83.7%
   73.5%
    52.8%
     42.8%
    26.9%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Women valued being near grocery stores and outdoor space much higher than their male counterparts. They both felt being near home and restaurants and nightlight importantJasmin – maybe find a better way to show this and/or integrate the comments here into the slide above graphically and delete this one.
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Preferences, Services & Amenities Surveyed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
talk about the 57 preferences and amenities in advance of going over the ranking slides
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Essential Would Not Rent Without

44% Elevator Access
42% Abundant Natural Light
39% Conference Rooms in Office Space 
30% Parking Lot
29% Free Wi-Fi

Features Not Considered Important
78% Valet Parking
70% Hotel Rooms or Connected to Hotel Building
64% Co-Working Company Located In Building
60% Car Detailing Service
59% Winter and Summer Tire Storage

When Essential and Nice To Have are combined
true preference is reveled 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You could pull in some of the online shopping trends here if you wanted to as a reference point – I deleted the slide but it’s in the previous copy… 
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Landlord Should Pay

85% Energy Certified Buildings 
84% On-Site Property Manager
84% Outdoor Common Area
84% Grass Space Outdoors
83% Energy Efficient Lighting

Tenant Company Should Pay
59% Conference Rooms / Meeting Space In Office
51% In-Suite Storage Room
47% Nap Pods
44% Additional Storage for Packages and Supplies
42% Ability To Receive Packages During Work Hours

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We asked respondents who they felt should pay. Their company, themselves or the landlord. These three slides are their responses. Exterior or common areas = landlord pays. In unit amenities – tenant pays.
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Conclusions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That concludes that stats portion	
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• Difference in preference between open plan office and traditional space is notable: 
48% Currently work in open floor and only 25% want to

• Nice to have amenities, services and features focused primarily on green, sustainable, 
self control and wellness

• Respondents had a preference for unreserved hoteling spaces in their office. Strong 
indication that most were indifferent and/or did not want a reserved spot

• Gender does have an impact on preferences and comfort level with tenant buildings 
and space but does not impact top 3 must have building locations

• Many respondents were unsure on the offerings of their space – more communication 
would be highly valued

• Tenants want communication through an app or email

2019 Summary

Notable Findings:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These were the notable finding I thought was interesting to highlight
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What Does The Dashboard  & Trend Report Offer

• Segment specific responses to qualify your inquiry

• Landlord Benchmarking – Portfolio or building compared to market

• Tailor the data to your needs – filter for age, income, rent, 
geographic area, dependants etc.… 

• Figure out how much tenants value different features, amenities 
and services

• See the difference between those that use the space and those 
that make the real estate decisions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This outlines the value of the dashboard
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Excel Dashboard Interface – Chart Creation
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Excel Dashboard Interface – Ranking System

Interested in purchasing the dataset?

White Paper – $2,500
Dataset and Interactive Database - $5,000

Plus applicable taxes

Please email sarah.segal@informa.com to inquire about purchasing

mailto:sarah.segal@informa.com
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